
DISCOVERING BAR-TO-BAR
QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE

MAKING A PASSAGE
Catches on a bar-to-bar rig are known as passages – doing a trick to pass from one bar to the opposite bar. Almost all tricks that you can 
do to a catcher can be done on a bar-to-bar rig (in an almost identical manner). Reverse tricks that require the catcher to hold a stick are 
even easier on a bar-to-bar rig and so are much more commonly seen (for example Single Reverse Knee Hang or Stomach Under). In this 
section I will explain a few differences between a catch with the catcher and a bar-to-bar passage.
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One of the things that makes bar-to-bar flying interesting is the ability to connect a series of passages together into a continuous sequence. 
It’s important to bear in mind a few considerations when planning what you are going to do, and applying a few rules when choosing tricks 
to make sure they will all work in your desired order. Try this sequence planner for a start with some common tricks.
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Tricks Facing 
Forwards
Planche

Split
Hocks Off

Straight Jump
Layout

e.g. Planche  Half Turn  Single Reverse Knee Hang  Hocks Off

PLAN A SIMPLE 
SEQUENCE

Reverse Tricks
Single Reverse Knee Hang

Stomach Under

Tricks with Half Turn
Half Turn

Flexus

PLAN: Choose your best, smoothest tricks at the start of the 
sequence so you maintain height for the following passages.

PREPARE: Run a little ‘video’ of your sequence in your head 
before starting so that you don’t forget what you are doing in 
mid-air.

BRIEF: Make sure you tell your two helpers (one on each 
platform) what you are going to do and be clear about which 
helper will give the bar for which tricks (and which timing).

EXECUTE: Multiple passages in a sequence is much more 
tiring than doing a single catch with a catcher. If you get tired, 
stop immediately by returning to the platform or dismounting 
into the net.

Bar-to-bar flyers usually recommend 
catching and holding the bar with the 
thumbs on the top (not under). This avoids 
the risk of having the thumbs sticking out 
and getting bashed.

Catching a bar requires a greater 
responsibility on the part of the flyer. 
Normally the catcher has to decide if the 
timing and height is good and whether to 
take the catch or not. Here, the flyer must 
do that themselves.

If the catch is poor, too close, or if you only 
get the bar with one hand, it is better to let 
go immediately and drop to the net than try 
to hang on.





Make sure that both platforms are clear 
during your passage so you are free to 
Swing over them and to remount onto 
them after the trick. Helpers giving you a 
bar will need to get into position at the right 
moment and move out of the way straight 
after. 

After you have caught the bar and are 
swinging away, you must not forget to 
continue to concentrate on your Swing and 
on lifting your legs up over the opposite 
platform or you will hit it.



While Flying Trapeze continues to gain popularity worldwide, bar-to-bar rigs remain something of a rarity, existing in only a few schools in Europe 
and a couple of professional acts. But it is actually the original form of flying trapeze, invented by Jules Leotard in the 1860s (catchers came later).

There is a lot to love about it:

● Unlimited catching – no need to wait for a catcher to climb up at the end of a class. Start making passages whenever you are ready!

● Keep going and going – You’ll love the additional challenge of connecting different tricks into sequences (explained below).

● Focus on the beauty – Rather than constantly doing bigger and bigger tricks, bar-to-bar encourages you to focus on doing simple tricks really 
smoothly in order to keep your height for the next trick in your sequence.

● A team sport – You don’t need a catcher, but you are not performing alone. It requires a team effort and trust of everyone on both platforms.

CREATING A SEQUENCE



Enjoyed this?
Why not buy the books?

www.flying-trapeze.com/book

When making a bar-to-bar passage or sequence, each bar the flyer catches needs to be there at the perfect time. Helpers on each platform 
take responsibility for ‘sending in’ the bars at the right moment and at the right height for each trick. As a participant in a bar-to-bar class, 
you will often be asked to send in bars for your colleagues, so it is important to understand how this works and the timings required.
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METHOD 1: ‘Into the hands’
In this method the helper on the opposite platform holds the bar and sends it in for the flyer to catch just when they need it, similar to a Return 
Bar after a catch. This is the simplest method for the flyer, who can focus on the trick and let the helper manage the timings for the bar. The helper 
watches the flyer swing and releases the bar at a precise moment, depending on which trick the flyer is doing.

At the peak of the swing
Single Reverse Knee Hang, 

Stomach Under

Bar passes the platform
Position Tricks (Planche, Split etc.), 

Straight Jump, Half Turn

At the bottom of the swing
Layout

METHOD 2: Flyer’s own timing
In this case, the flyer asks for the bar to be set swinging first, and then they take off at the right moment to ensure that they meet the bar at the 
right moment. The flyer watches the opposite bar as it swings and leaves the platform at a precise moment, depending on which trick they are 
doing. This only works for their first trick. Subsequent tricks in the sequence are given ‘into the hands’.

As the flyer swings back 
towards the centre

At the peak
(or just after)

Layout

As the opposite bar swings 
away from the centre...

1m before the middle
Backend Tricks

(Planche, Split etc.)

1m after the middle
Half Time Straight Jump

! When taking their own timing, the flyer must make sure to avoid the opposite bar 
while swinging (for example avoiding a force-out on their Swing).

HOW HIGH?

High Bar
Big high tricks like Uprise

Experienced flyers
Reverse Tricks 

(catch bar from underneath)

Low Bar
Lower tricks (Layout)

Less-experienced flyers
Position Tricks 

(catch bar from above)

SENDING THE BAR – Timings and Height

www.flying-trapeze.com
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Flyer gets ready to depart


